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News Release  

Sydney, 30 November 2016 

 

Legal start-up Crowd & Co announces the launch of Crowd Paralegal, expanding its offering to 

include student paralegals from two of the nation’s top law schools. 

 

Crowd & Co is delighted to announce the launch of Crowd Paralegal, offering the brightest legal minds of the 

future to law firms and in-house teams through its online marketplace.  

Working in partnership with UNSW and Monash law schools, Crowd & Co now has a significant pool of 

student paralegals registered in the marketplace and ready to work. 

Jarred Hardman, Founder and CEO of Crowd & Co, said “Crowd Paralegal reflects our interest in serving the 

needs of both the current and future legal industry. We know how hard it is for young legal sector aspirants to 

take the first step in their careers; we’ve been there. We also know that legal teams of all sizes need quality 

young thinkers to support their work; they have the digital future in their hands. The speedy uptake of Crowd 

Paralegal by students reflects the way technology is changing access to legal resources. Students know the 

technology and how to use it to their positive advantage. We expect this will be mirrored by the legal fraternity 

in recognising this easy new way to access a great pool of talent.” 

George Williams, Dean of UNSW Law, said “the legal industry 10 years from now will not look the same. As 

the sector embraces change, it will be crucial to ensure we continue to create pathways for the next 

generation of lawyers; a generation open to new ways of doing business. I am delighted that Crowd & Co is 

offering our students an important taste of the digital, flexible work economy. UNSW Law is proud to be 

partnering the creation of Crowd Paralegal.” 

Dr Normann Witzleb, Associate Dean (International and Engagement) at Monash Law School, said “We’re 

very excited about what Crowd Paralegal can do for our students. We think the legal industry will be excited 
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too, because we have some of the best law students in the country, and they’re now just a few clicks away 

from the paralegal positions that legal teams both big and small need filled.” 

Law firms and in-house counsel can access Crowd Paralegals by registering on the Crowd & Co marketplace 

and posting a paralegal opportunity. 

  

- Ends - 

Editor’s Notes 

About Crowd & Co 

Crowd & Co (www.crowdandco.com) was launched in December 2015 as Australia’s only independent online 

platform for businesses, law firms and lawyers to connect, engage and collaborate through a marketplace for 

legal services. Crowd & Co uses the latest technology to enable flexible working, virtual teams and facilitate 

the growing on-demand legal market. Jarred Hardman is Crowd & Co’s Founder and CEO. 
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